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A facile protocol of channeling the applied force onto the roots of 1-dimensional (1-d) semiconduc-

tor arrays during their mechanical transfer from their mother substrate is presented. This is

achieved by fully encasing them in thermally processable matrices with high moduli and impact

strength. This approach significantly differs from other complimentary methods as it ensures that

the shearing force applied during their transfer is precisely localized at their roots rather than along

their full length. The structures remain heterogeneously embedded in the matrix upon transfer, with

retention of their pitch, lengths, and integrity. The process is solventless, recycles polystyrene, is

rugged, and can potentially be used to transfer a variety of 1-D structures with disregard of their as-

pect ratio, pitch, and dimensions. We show that millions of micropillars over a large area can be

harvested with little sophistication using a hotplate as the only required equipment practically as

well as using finite element simulation studies. The protocol is henceforth ripe for high throughput

manufacturing. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4884200]

To date, the exploitation of vertically arranged high as-

pect ratio one-dimensional (1-D) semiconductor micro- and

nanostructures embedded in or atop matrices other than their

formative wafers remains a challenge.1 In part, this is due of

lack of an efficient, inexpensive, high fidelity, and through-

put platform for rapidly transferring these structures into

secondary substrates without compromising their orientation,

3-D spatial distribution, pitch, and mechanically integrity.1,2

Such a platform could potentially revolutionize the way

devices geared towards photovoltaic,3 thermoelectric,4 water

splitting,5 optoelectronic,6 biosensing,7 and energy storage

industries8 are made and potentially accommodate repetitive

structural regeneration and harvesting from a single wafer.

This will significantly decrease the cost, bulk, rigidity, and

weight of the ensuing devices since the semiconductor

wafers are arguably the most expensive, fragile, and heavy

component of planar devices.1,2

A few protocols of separating vertically arraigned 1-D

structures into secondary substrates with preservation of their

orientation have been proposed. Notably, Si microwires fully

or partially embedded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) can

be mechanically cut from the mother wafer with a blade.9,10

Another complementary approach harvests pre-fractured Si

nanowires (NWs) prepared using metal assisted electroless

etching (MACE).11 The transfer-print protocol we have pre-

viously explored relies on the ability of structures with cer-

tain dimensional criterion to bend and fracture upon

application of a lateral force at their tips.1,2,12 This force cor-

relates to the microwire’s spring constant ks, and its Young’s

Modulus (E) according to the equation13

F ¼ ks ¼ 3
EI

I3
s: (1)

Although the classical elastic isotropic beam theory indicates

that the maximum tensile stress on a 1-D structure under

stress should occur at its root, the theory does not preclude

the fact that the rest of the structure experiences a signifi-

cantly high magnitude of stress as it is bound to bend in the

direction of the applied force (Fig. 1(a)). Such stress may

cause micro and nanocracks along the structures’ lengths

thus compromise their mechanical integrity. These may be

deleterious to their performance in certain device applica-

tions. As a matter of fact, these structures have always been

found to fracture at points, slightly higher than their interface

with the mother substrate especially if their surfaces have

defects.14–16 Given that both bottom up and top down growth

techniques bear structures with random defects especially

around their roots, they will all fracture at different points,

thereby possess statistically distributed lengths.16 This may

hinder repeatable processing and curtail their applications in

devices requiring end to end registry due to these stochastic

defects.17

Therefore, modalities geared towards bend minimization

during their transfer could decrease stress along their lengths

as well as promote their fracture at precise locations. 2-D fi-

nite element simulations indicate that, by encasing the struc-

tures with different materials, the stress along the structures

can be controlled as the surrounding media could dampen

their deflection and movement as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

Materials with high moduli and density like metals stiffen

the encased structures, thereby channeling the applied force

precisely to their roots as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). This

is beneficial as only a small applied force is needed to cause

structural fracture. On the other hand, materials that elasti-

cally deform (Poisson ratio (�) close to 0.5) allow the

encased structures to deflect up to some extent (Fig. 2(e)). In

addition, the force required to bend or fracture these struc-

tures is dependent on their thicknesses. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2(f) whereby a log to log plot of the applied force and

thickness is indicative of a linear behavior, irrespective of
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the structural encasement material. Additionally, one would

need to apply a force of a lower magnitude in order to frac-

ture structures with high aspect ratio and vice versa as illus-

trated in Fig. 2(g). Interestingly though, when structure

number/given volume (density) is taken into account, it

becomes apparent that one needs to apply more force in

order to bend and fracture structures encased in hard materi-

als such as chromium, glass and alumina shown in Fig. 2(h).

For example, it would take an applied force of 2.9 and

3.2 MPa to impart a 1 GPa surface stress on 5 microwires,

(diameter¼ 1 lm, length¼ 10 lm) encased in the same vol-

ume of alumina and chromium compared to 2.5 MPa for

those encased in polyimide. On the other hand, although a

much smaller force is required to induce a force of similar

magnitude on structures embedded on shape deformable

materials such as PDMS, the resultant surface stress is

mainly concentrated on the first microwire. Additionally,

structures encased in polyimide experience a more uniform

stress near their roots compared to the former as illustrated

in Fig. 2(i). This finding is perhaps the most important dis-

covery of this study as it pinpoints what type of materials

should be explored for these kinds of applications. From

these preliminary simulation results, it is evident that ther-

moplastic polymers with high modulus and impact strength

could be perfect for structural encasement and transfer as

they can be processed at low temperature, distribute the

applied force precisely to where it is needed, require less

applied force compared to high strength metals and oxides

and can be later partially or fully removed to allow for de-

vice fabrication by dissolution in a number of solvent.

In this paper, we demonstrate that by encasing semicon-

ductor arrays in polystyrene (PS), their fracturing points dur-

ing detachment from their mother wafer can be controlled

with great precision. This is done by pinning the applied

FIG. 1. (a) and (b) Finite element 2-D simulation results of a Si microwire atop a Si substrate under stress after application of an appropriate force needed exert

a maximum von Misses surface stress of 1 GPa on the Si structure encased in air, PDMS, Silicon dioxide (SiO2), and Chromium. Arrows indicate where the

force was applied. Forces required generating a surface stress of at least 1 GPa on the air, PDMS, Chromium, and Alumina encased wires were 15.6, 0.21,

0.12, and 0.1 MPa, respectively. (c)–(e) Exhibits correlations between the Young’s Modulus, density, and Poisson ratio of the materials used to encase struc-

tures and the respective force needed to exert maximum of a 1 GPa surface stress on the structures. The shaded data points simulated polymeric materials

including PMMA, PDMS, polyimide, nylon, and poly(tetrafluoroethylenefluoride). (f)–(h) Effects of structural diameter, length (aspect ratio), and density on

the magnitude of the applied force needed to impart at least 1 GPa surface stress on the structures. (i) Surface stress distribution on four wires embedded in

PDMS, polyimide, and chromium under stress. Notice that on PDMS, the resultant surface stress is virtually concentrated on the first wire.

FIG. 2. (a) Steps involved in the uprootal of encased semiconductor micro-

pillars from their mother substrate. SEM images of the micropillar struc-

tures. (b) and (c) Before transfer. (d) After transfer and integration into a PS

film. (e) Same image enhanced with a neon foreground for clarity. (f) and

(g) Higher resolution topographical and cross-sectional images of the inte-

grated film, respectively. (h) Ensuing schematic, depicting the orientation

retention of the structures while embedded in PS. Note that the angles of the

pillar roots are shown only for clarity and not indicative of the actual crystal

planes of the uprooted structures. (i) and (j) SEM of the mother substrate

depicting the uniformly sized micropits left micropillar uprootal at low and

high magnification.
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force precisely to the root of the structures. By so doing, the

embedded structures can be detached from their mother sub-

strate in a uniform fashion as illustrated (a). The process is

simple. Briefly, the mother wafer was placed on a hot plate

that was maintained at 160 �C. A PS piece (used petri-dish)

was gently placed atop the structures. The high substrate

temperature melted the polymer which subsequently infil-

trated and integrated with the structures. A glass slide was

placed atop the hot ensemble and a gentle pressure applied

to planarize the PS film. Upon cooling, the glass slide was

removed and a shearing force applied on the PS film

from one side, uniformly uprooting the micropillars from

their mother wafer. We used, Si micropillars (d¼ 3 lm, l¼
30 lm) generated via deep reactive ion etching, whose scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM) images are depicted in

Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). Upon integration with PS and detach-

ment, their SEM micrograph was taken (Fig. 3(d)). Other

structures of slightly different diameters underwent a similar

facile transfer.18 The image showcases how large of an array

can be detached almost instantaneously using this process.

The enhanced micrograph (Fig. 3(e)) better depicts the re-

markable uniformity of the integrated array. A close-up of

the heterogeneous film (Fig. 3(f)) clearly indicates that the

micropillar roots possess striking resemblance, indicative of

a uniform uprootal from their mother substrate. Additionally,

it was discerned that the micropillars maintained their pitch

after transfer. The cross-sectional close-up SEM micrograph

of the integrated film (Fig. 3(g)) shows that the micropillars

maintained their vertical orientation within the PS matrix.

This is better depicted in the ensuing 3-D model (Fig. 3(h)).

Similarly, the SEM micrograph of the mother substrate after

separation (Fig. 3(i)) depicted uniformly spaced shallow

micropits left after array uprootal. Upon observing the sub-

strate under higher magnification (Fig. 3(j)), it became appa-

rent that the heterogeneous film uniformly detached from the

mother substrate. This substrate can be further processed and

reused to generate more micropillars.

Additional validation of stress localization on structures

during transfer was obtained from 3-D simulations using the

finite element method (FEM).18 In the model, a Si microwire

(dia¼ 1 lm, length¼ 10 lm) atop a Si wafer was fully

(Fig. 3(a)) or partially (Fig. 3(b)) embedded in PS film. A

load of 0.01 GPa, way more than what is theoretically14

required to fracture the single crystalline Si microwire of

such dimensions was applied on the PS film in the X-axis.

The resultant maximum von Misses surface stress on the

fully embedded structure was �9 GPa and was largely con-

centrated on its root. On the other hand, it needed 0.02 GPa

of load to impart similar stress on the non-embedded struc-

ture. Additionally, almost the entire microwire experienced

at least 10% of the applied force, consisted with beam bend-

ing phenomenon.19 This was elucidated from the stress force

lines on specific points along the ensemble through the mid-

dle of the wire in the direction of the applied load as shown

in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). This finding is particularly important

as it definitively demonstrates that structural encasement

during fracture transfer indeed channels the applied force to

structure uprootal. Without encasement, some of the applied

force would merely deflect the structures.

Utilization of PS is advantageous over other complimen-

tary polymers as it is inexpensive and widely available. Its

low melting temperature (120 �C) and high decomposition

temperature (350 �C) compared to other complimentary ther-

moplastic like PMMA (190 �C and 250 �C, respectively)

endows it with a wide thermal window for processability. It

can be partially or fully dissolved with common solvents

unlike other thermosetting matrices like PDMS that have

been used in similar transfers. Its intrinsic high impact resist-

ance and rigidity ensures that it maintains a sturdy stature

during the separation. Although other nano/microstructural

harvesting modalities such as ultra-sonication20 and chemi-

cal isotropic etching of the roots till they detach do exist,21

the structures are left in solution, losing their spatial arrange-

ment and orientation. These separation techniques cannot

guarantee uniform fracturing points; hence, the harvested

structures have dimensional disparities.

Further investigation of the uniformity of the integrated

structures was carried out using topographical surface profile

lines (Fig. 4(a)) using Gwyddion. These superposed lines pos-

sess strikingly similar characteristics (Fig. 4(b)). Their roots

slightly protruded from the surface of PS matrix as illustrated

(inset therein). Similarly, extracted topographical profile lines

of the mother (Fig. 4(d)) exemplified similar observations. The

heterogeneous film’s low optical transmittance is indicative of

its excellent light trapping, amenable for photovoltaic applica-

tions (Fig. 4(e)). By beaming a laser light through the hetero-

geneous substrate at a normal incident angle, a periodic

diffraction pattern on a far field screen was obtained

(Fig. 4(f)), definitively indicating that the structures preserved

their long range pitch and orientation within the PS matrix.1,11

The versatility of this transfer process was further

extended to harvest Si Nanowires of different diameters

grown using chemical vapor deposition as depicted in

Fig. 5(a). Here, arbitrary oriented SiNWs as (Figs. 5(b) and

5(c)) readily transferred into PS and remained integrated

therein as shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e). Ensuing optical

transmittance and absorption spectra of the integrated film in

FIG. 3. Simulated von Misses surface stress on a Si microwire fully (a) and

partially (b) encased into a PS block upon application of a 0.01 and

0.02 GPa in on the PS block for the former and latter ensemble, respectively,

along x-axis. For graphical purposes, a 0–1 GPa surface stress range has

been shown to demonstrate that most of the stress on the fully embedded

wire is at its root unlike in the latter. (c) Extracted stress lines at specified

lengths along the midpoint of the microwires in the x-axis. Maximum stress

for the encased structure is at its root (3 lm). Thicker lines depict stress on a

bare microwire while thin ones are for the encased structure. (d) The approx-

imate points were the surface stress profiles were collected along the fully

embedded structure.
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comparison to a pristine PS film of equal thickness (Figs.

5(f) and 5(g)) demonstrates that the former is highly absorb-

ent across the visible energy band. The deliberately selected

rugged mother substrate (inset in Fig. 5(f)) demonstrates that

entire arrays can be harvested. Apart from successful transfer

of structures in their nano- and microscale, the resultant inte-

grated and mother substrate are largely uniform and defect

free apart from a few artifacts on some sections of these

substrates.18

It is true that mechanical harvesting of semiconductor

structures from their formative wafers imparts severe stress

along their entire length and their fracture is always at ran-

dom points near their roots. In this communication, the

showcased platform amicably addresses these challenges by

encasing them into a PS matrix. The platform is adaptable

for high throughput manufacturing with minimal sophistica-

tion. It is a faster, simpler, rugged, inexpensive, and solvent

free alternative to other sophisticated approaches. It could

have wide reaching impacts and inspire new interests in

emergent research areas that look into effectively harnessing

vertically oriented 1-D structures as it enables properties of

the transferred structures to be isolated from those of the

bulk in an effective way. It is simple, replicable and can per-

form similar transfers of a variety of structures with disre-

gard of their dimensions and choice of the polymeric matrix.
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FIG. 4. (a) SEM image of the integrated film depicting topographical lines

and the ensuing superposed surface graph (b) exemplifying their remarkable

similarity. (c) SEM image of the mother substrate depicting topographical

lines used to generate the ensuing superposed surface profiles depicted in

(d). (e) Optical transmittance of the integrated film compared to that of PS

with similar thickness. (e) Optical diffraction pattern from the HeNe laser

beamed through the integrated film at normal incidence on a far field screen.

FIG. 5. (a) A depiction of the harvesting processes. (b) and (c) A cross-

sectional and topographical SEM image of the SiNWs atop their mother

substrate. (d) A cross-sectional view of the integrated film in which SiNWs

protruding from and embedded into PS are marked with the dotted line. (e)

Topographical image of the integrated film. The light spots are the NW roots

embedded into the PS matrix. All scale bars are 2 lm long. (f) Optical trans-

mission spectrum of the integrated film in comparison to PS of equal thick-

ness. Inset is a rugged image of the transferred and integrated structures and

their mother substrate. (g) Optical absorption spectra of the integrated film,

PS film of equal thickness as well as the subtracted spectrum.
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